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Abstract

As the population ages, patients’ complexity and the scope of their care is in-

creasing. Over 60% of the population is 65 years of age or older and suffers from

multi-morbidity, which is associated with two times as many patient-physician

encounters. Yet clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are developed to treat a sin-

gle disease. To reconcile these two competing issues, previously we developed

a framework for mitigation, i.e., identifying and addressing adverse interactions

in multi-morbid patients managed according to multiple CPGs. That frame-

work relies on first-order logic (FOL) to represent CPGs and secondary medical

knowledge and FOL theorem proving to establish valid patient management

plans. In the work presented here, we leverage our earlier research and sim-

plify the mitigation process by representing it as a planning problem using the

Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). This new framework, called

MitPlan, identifies and addresses adverse interactions using durative planning
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actions that embody clinical actions (including medication administration and

patient testing), supports a physician-defined length of planning horizons, and

optimizes plans based on patient preferences and action costs. It supports a

variety of criteria when developing management plans, including the total cost

of prescribed treatment and the cost of the revisions to be introduced. The

solution to MitPlan’s planning problem is a sequence of timed actions that are

easy to interpret when creating a management plan. We demonstrate MitPlan’s

capabilities using illustrative and clinical case studies.

Keywords: Clinical Practice Guidelines, Multi-morbidity, Planning Problem

1. Introduction

Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are statements developed systematically

from available evidence to assist practitioners in the management of a patient

with a specific disease [1]. CPGs have demonstrated multiple benefits, including

improved quality of care and patient outcomes [2]. Despite this, their practical

adoption is lacking and one of the major obstacles is their very limited support

for complex patients, i.e., patients with discordant multi-morbidity [3]. On one

hand, such patients are typically excluded from clinical trials used for CPG

development [4]. On the other hand, population aging and the widening scope

of care results in an increasing number of these complex patients (over 60% of

the population 65 years of age and older suffers from multi-morbidity [5]). A

straightforward application of disease-specific CPGs to such patient populations

can lead to adverse interactions between treatment recommendations coming

from individual CPGs and may be harmful to a patient [6].

Thus, there is a need for methods and tools for identifying such adverse

interactions and for addressing them by revising conflicting treatment recom-

mendations [4, 7] – we refer to this process as the mitigation of adverse interac-

tions. Responding to this challenge, there is significant research on computer-

interpretable CPGs (CIGs) and on mitigating adverse interactions between si-

multaneously applied CPGs (summarized in [3]). Two groups of approaches
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have been proposed: those aimed at merging treatments and those that are

merging CIGs. Generally, the former take treatment recommendations con-

structed according to several CIGs, mitigate possible interactions, and construct

a single safe (interaction-free) and comprehensive treatment schedule (called a

management plan), while the latter combine several CIGs into a single patient-

specific and interaction-free CIG that is later used to establish a management

plan.

The management of patients with chronic and multi-morbid conditions is

very difficult and asks for a structured approach most often organized accord-

ing to a chronic care model that ”supports management of the physical, psy-

chological and social demands of conditions.” [8]. An important aspect of the

chronic care model is the care planning component defined as ”a process by

which care professionals and patients discuss, agree, and review an action plan

to achieve the goals or behavioural change of most relevance and concern to the

patient.” [9] The care planning process, on the physician’s side, involves rec-

onciling evidence-based and disease-specific CPGs with the goal of developing

a management plan. On the patient’s side, it involves aligning this plan with

their preferences and desires.

In [10] we proposed a framework for mitigating adverse interactions that

takes the approach of merging treatments. It relies on first-order logic (FOL)

to represent CIGs and other medical knowledge (referred to as primary and

secondary knowledge, respectively), combines search techniques with FOL-based

reasoning in order to find treatment recommendations from multiple CIGs, and

develops a safe management plan. When revising recommendations, it also

considers patient preferences so the most desired revisions are applied. Although

capable, our FOL-based framework is complex and in this paper we propose a

simplification of the framework that uses a planning problem instead of a hybrid

of search and logical reasoning. We call the revised and simplified framework

MitPlan.

MitPlan is designed to support the physician’s side of the care planning

process. Specifically, it allows a physician to establish the length of a treatment’s
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planning horizon and create a management plan without adverse interactions

that is optimized for a patient’s preferences and broadly defined costs of plans’

actions. This plan is developed given a patient’s current health condition. If

this condition changes, a new plan needs to be developed. Thus, we envisage

the use of MitPlan in a discrete manner during a physician’s encounter with

a patient or when preparing for such an encounter. Subsequent management

plans, with revised goals and possibly modified patient preferences, are built on

the plan(s) developed earlier by updating and extending them to the patient’s

most current state.

MitPlan transitions our mitigation framework from FOL-based clinical knowl-

edge representation into a planning context represented using the Planning

Domain Definition Language (PDDL). A PDDL-based representation in con-

junction with a forward-chaining partial-order state-space planner simplifies the

mitigation of adverse events and the construction of management plans. It also

adds support for more complex CIGs and makes it easier to interpret the man-

agement plan. By casting the reconciliation of multiple CIGs as a planning

problem, MitPlan makes several key contributions beyond our earlier work:

1. Support duration for clinical actions and decisions/tests using durative

planning actions,

2. Enable physicians to define a planning horizon for which a management

plan is developed,

3. Represent patient preferences as costs associated with mitigation and clin-

ical actions – we refer to these costs as subjective costs. The same rep-

resentation is applied to objective (e.g., financial) costs, thus it allows for

uniform optimization, regardless of the cost type,

4. Optimize management plans across multiple dimensions using a goal met-

ric specification that minimizes/maximizes an expression that includes

both subjective and objective costs and additional plan characteristics

(e.g. its duration).
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2. Methods

In this section we conceptually define the FOL-based mitigation framework

and introduce the planning problem to provide context for our new contribu-

tions.

2.1. FOL-Based Mitigation Framework

We assume that each disease-specific CPG capturing primary clinical knowl-

edge is represented as an actionable graph (AG) [10, 11]. The AG is a directed

graph with context, decision, action, and parallel nodes. A context node is the

root of the graph, a decision node indicates a clinical decision, an action node

indicates a clinical action, and a parallel node indicates the beginning or end

of two or more sequences of clinical decisions or actions that are executed in

parallel. Nodes are ascribed with additional properties, such as those related to

their temporal characteristics.

The AG relies on the task network-based representation used as a foundation

in a number of representation languages (e.g., GLIF3, SAGE or PROforma) [3],

however, it has been limited to the 4 types of nodes listed above as those elements

are important from a mitigation perspective. AGs can be easily obtained from

other task network-based languages [12] and we use these AGs as an intermediate

representation when applying our mitigation framework to CIGs represented in

different languages.

We formally represent the AGs using a FOL language. The two key compo-

nents of this language are structural and temporal predicates. The structural

predicates, shown in Table 1, describe the structure of the AG, and the tem-

poral predicates, shown in Table 2, describe the temporal relationship of and

between nodes in the AG. These predicates are used in combination to con-

struct FOL theories (i.e., sets of logical sentences) describing specific patient

encounters. Each such theory represents all disease-specific AGs applicable to a

patient and information (potentially incomplete) available about this patent. In

order to generate a management plan for an encounter, we apply model finding
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Predicate Description

node(x) x is a node in an actionable graph
disease(x, d) x is a context node indicating disease d
decision(x, t) x is a decision node associated with decision t
action(x, a) x is an action node associated with action a
parallel(x) x is a parallel node
directPrec(x, y) node x directly precedes y (there is an arc from x to y)
prec(x, y) node x precedes y (there is a path from x to y)
dosage(x, n) dosage of the medication administered in action node x is

n units
result(x, v) result of the decision made in a decision node x is v

Table 1: Structural Predicates [10].

Predicate Description

timeOffset(x, to) node x occurs to time units after the preceding
node

duration(x, dt) node x takes dt time units to complete
startT ime(x, st) node x starts at time st
currentT ime(ct) current patient time is ct
happensNowOrLater(x) activity (decision or action) from node x is hap-

pening now (given current time) or will happen
in future

overlap(x, y) execution periods of nodes x and y overlap
overlapNowOrLater(x, y) execution periods of nodes x and y are overlap-

ping now (given current time) or will overlap in
future

Table 2: Temporal Predicates [10].

techniques to the corresponding FOL theory. Structural predicates constitute a

starting point for MitPlan (described below).

To identify and address adverse interactions, the framework includes revision

operators that encode two types of secondary medical knowledge: (1) knowl-

edge required to mitigate adverse interactions due to the presence of discordant

morbidities and, (2) knowledge required to revise a course of treatment actions

that is not consistent with a patient’s preferences. All revision operators are

defined as logical sentences in the FOL language that describes the interactions

for which the operator is applicable and a set of operations that need to be
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applied to address the applicability of the operator.

The mitigation of adverse interactions is then handled through a series of

algorithms (see [10] for more detail). These algorithms operate on the FOL and

its textual representation, applying generalized search and replace operations.

This makes the process of generating a management plan a complex operation.

FOL was designed to express statements, propositions, and relations between

objects. The goal is checking if a theory is consistent, determining if a certain

formula holds in the context of a theory, and finding a model for the theory.

Our previous framework uses FOL reasoning techniques to achieve these goals

and then extracts certain components of the model to form a management plan.

Thus, support for treatment planning is indirect.

2.2. Planning Problem

Planning, a field related to decision theory, finds a sequence of planning

actions to realize a stated goal. Given an initial state of the world, a set of

desired goals, and a set of planning actions, the planning problem is to identify

a set of actions (ordered or non-ordered) that is guaranteed to generate a state

from the initial one that contains the desired goal(s). Planning approaches

fall into one of two broad categories: state-space and plan-space. State-space

planning works at the level of the states and operators, where finding a plan is

formulated as a search through state space, looking for a path from the initial

state to the goal state(s). This is most similar to constructive search. Plan-

space planning operates at the level of plans, where finding a plan is formulated

as a search through the space of plans. Planning starts with a partial, possibly

incorrect plan, then applies changes to it so it becomes a complete, correct plan.

This approach is seen as an iterative improvement/repair process.

Planning (and hence problems described using PDDL) asks the question

whether there exists a sequence of planning actions that transform the initial

state (description of the world prior execution of an action) to some desired goal

state. Thus, planning is about the execution of planning actions and reasoning

whether such a sequence exists. Each planning action has a set of parameters
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(typed objects in the planning problem), preconditions that must be true for the

action to be taken, and effects resulting from its execution. As we discuss later,

planning actions can also be characterized by a duration, conditional effects,

and a cost. It is our hypothesis that planning is better suited to the mitigation

problem we are addressing.

In this work, we use a state-space approach to interleave planning for specific

paths through CIGs with applying revisions and patient preferences while trying

to achieve a global goal state by reaching a goal node for each CIG. Towards

this end, clinical actions and decisions from all CIGs are translated to planning

actions represented using PDDL 2.1. PDDL 2.1 supports durative actions and

both negative and conditional effects and enables our framework to plan over

parallel paths and actions with duration, when these are present in the CIGs. We

use the Optic [13] planner, a forward-chaining partial-order state-space planner

that supports PDDL 2.1, to find plans while taking into account subjective and

objective costs.

3. Theory: MitPlan

In this section we describe MitPlan, our revised and simplified mitigation

framework that replaces the procedures, theorem proving, and model finding

over FOL theories with a planning approach. We begin by highlighting the

specific FOL complexities that are reduced by MitPlan. Then we present how

we transitioned from FOL to planning (specifically PDDL). Finally, we describe

MitPlan in detail.

3.1. Complexity of FOL-based Approach

Before describing MitPlan, it is important to discuss some of the limitations

inherent with a FOL-based approach that motivate the transition to a planning

paradigm. While our FOL-based mitigation framework is able to mitigate ad-

verse interactions between concurrently applied CIGs, it introduces additional

complexity to the mitigation process. Numerical operations, including the calcu-

lation of time, theorem editing, and result interpretation to return management
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plans are challenging tasks that require significant domain engineering and ex-

tensive processing. For example, numerical operations associated with revisions,

such as increasing the treatment dose, need to be executed at the textual rep-

resentation level outside FOL, because FOL does not allow for non-incremental

changes such as removing or revising existing predicates.

In the FOL-based approach, supporting duration was limited to only clinical

actions for some defined amount of time (e.g., take warfarin for 8 weeks). How-

ever, test results were assumed to be instantaneous when developing a manage-

ment plan because of the representational complexity needed to calculate offsets

and duration. Through the use of durative actions in MitPlan, we can assign

both duration and cost to clinical actions and decisions/tests. Durative actions

are part of the PDDL specification and their use requires no additional effort,

whereas in FOL additional predicates are needed to support time.

FOL also necessitated our framework to represent patient preferences as a

type of revision operator. Transitioning to a planning-based approach doesn’t

preclude our framework from representing preferences similarly (as revision ac-

tions), yet it provides more in-depth support for them in the construction of a

management plan for a patient encounter. Patient preferences are integrated as

optimizations over the alternative actions in a management plan (as described

below).

Additionally, the construction of a management plan in a FOL-based ap-

proach requires the filtering of only selected sentences in a derived model. The

solution to a planning problem is a sequence of timed actions with costs, making

it easier to interpret the results and generate a management plan. Furthermore,

previously we could only apply patient preferences or account for resource costs

for carrying out clinical actions and decisions/test, but not both. Our Mit-

Plan framework supports more complex objective functions to be used when

searching for an optimal management plan.

We note that since FOL is more expressive than standard planning for-

malisms, one can also use FOL to describe planning problems. However, due

to the complete difference of the semantics of planning and FOL, one would
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have to “misuse” FOL for this purpose. FOL expresses statements, proposi-

tions, and relations between objects while planning is about the execution of

actions and reasoning whether a sequence from initial state to the goal exists.

These are two fundamentally different aims. While FOL is more expressive, the

price in complexity and domain engineering of developing extensive customiza-

tions to handle planning problems is prohibitive. Switching to planning and its

associated specialized formalism makes such customization unnecessary.

3.2. From FOL to PDDL

A planning problem has two components: the domain and the problem in-

stance. A domain contains the planning predicates, functions, and actions,

where predicates describe states, actions describe transitions between states,

and functions maintain object values during the planning process. The problem

instance defines the objects, and the initial state and goal specification, where

the goal specification describes properties of the world true in goal states and

achieved after the planning process. We distinguish between a global goal for

the entire planning problem (across multiple CPGs) and a local goal for a given

CPG. For the mitigation problem, a local goal is defined such that a single

goal node in each applied AG is reached, and a global goal is a conjunction

of local goals. Additionally, the global goal specification includes an optional

optimization specification over a metric expression.

The first step in transitioning from FOL to PDDL is to define the planning

domain. Tables 1 and 2 showed the predicates in our FOL-based mitigation

framework that describe the structure of an AG and its nodes’ temporal prop-

erties. We translate these into predicates in the planning domain and eliminate

others by converting the relationships between objects that they capture into

planning functions. Table 3 shows key planning predicates (some are omitted

as they are implementation-specific and provide no additional functionality).

All of the temporal predicates present in FOL-based approach are now encom-

passed in the semantics of durative actions in PDDL. We add new predicates

and functions goal : a goal node in the AG; interactionPresent : an adverse inter-
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action has been found; and three predicates (replaceRevision, addRevision, and

deleteRevision) that represent revision operators. It is possible in MitPlan to

use multiple revision-related predicates to represent a single revision operation

(as we could in the FOL-based framework).

FOL Predicate PDDL Predicate PDDL Function Typed Object

node — — node
disease — — disease
decision decision — —
action action — —
parallel parallelPath — —

directPrec directPrec — —
prec* — — —
dosage — actionDosage —
result — patientV alue —

— goal — —
— replaceRevision — —
— addRevision — —
— deleteRevision — —
— — interactionPresent —
— — — dosage
— — — patientData

* prec is no longer needed in the planning domain

Table 3: Predicate transition from FOL to PDDL.

We define the planning predicates and functions next. Each predicate and

function is represented using the nomenclature (Name ?object - objectType).

Name is the predicate/function name and there are one or more typed objects

for each predicate/function. Each object in the planning domain is typed using

objectType and is one of four types from the set {disease, node, patientData,

dosage}. Types are defined to provide semantics to the objects in the planning

domain.

The PDDL predicate (action ?d - disease ?n - node) contains two typed

objects (d : a disease, n: a node in an AG). It indicates there is a node object

n in the AG for the disease object d. The PDDL function (actionDosage ?a -

node ?v - dosage) associates a numeric value for the dosage v with medication

administration action a. The PDDL predicate (decision ?d - disease ?n - node

?v - patientData) associates patient data with a clinical decision such that ob-
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ject n is a clinical decision node associated with disease object d and patient

data object v. The PDDL function (patientValue ?v - patientData) associates

a numeric value with the patient data object v and functions similarly to the

result FOL predicate. We note that functions are used to associate values with

objects in the domain. Hence the use of actionDosage used to assigned a dosage

value to an object of type dosage. Objects not assigned a numeric fluent are

nominal.

The PDDL predicate (parallelPath ?d - disease ?s - node ?e - node) defines

a parallel path from node s to node e in the AG of disease d. The predicate

(directPrec ?p - node ?c - node) indicates that node p directly precedes node c

in a given AG. Finally, three predicates are used to represent revisions. (replac-

eRevision ?id ?n - node ?r - node ?c - cost) is a PDDL predicate that defines

a revision operator that replaces node n with r with a cost of c. (addRevision

?id ?a - node ?n - node ?c - cost) is a PDDL predicate that defines a revision

operator that adds a node represented by a directly after node n with a cost

of c. (deleteRevision ?id ?d - node ?c - cost) is a PDDL predicate that defines

a revision operator that deletes a node represented by d with a cost of c. For

each, id is a unique identifier for the operator.

We note that while the described revisions are at the node level, we could

use similarly defined predicates to change the start/end/duration of node. Our

previous work [14] describes how revision operators can be constructed at vary-

ing levels of granularity. MitPlan can incorporate the techniques in [14] and

use other online resources like ontologies or medication reconciliation sources

to create a variety of revisions. These extensions are beyond the scope of this

manuscript.

To complete the planning domain, we include the set of planning actions

described in Table 4. The terms listed for the preconditions and effects are

all predicates and functions in the domain (+ denotes optional terms). Each

action is defined as a durative action with a cost in PDDL. All durative actions

in the domain require a set of parameters, a duration, preconditions, and effects

(including a cost) as part of their definition. Preconditions define the state in
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which an action can be taken and its effects are achieved at the start, over all,

or at the end of the action. We do not list duration and cost in Table 4 as they

are action-instance dependent. Duration is a numerical fluent with a default

value of 0. Action cost is a numerical fluent with a default value of 0 that is

added to an overall cost (the nullary function (total-cost)) as part of an action’s

effect.

Action Preconditions Effects

takeAction disease, action node, prec
node executed

action taken

makeDecision disease, decision node, prec
node executed, patient data
value(+)

decision made, patient data
value set

takeParallel disease, parallel node, prec
node executed

parallel path started

endParallel disease, parallel node, par-
allel path started, all paral-
lel nodes executed

parallel path completed

reachGoal disease, goal node, prec
node executed

goal node reached for dis-
ease

replaceNode disease(s), nodes, interac-
tion present

existing node replaced with
new node

addNode disease(s), node, interac-
tion present

node added

deleteNode disease(s), node, interac-
tion present

node deleted

Table 4: Actions in the planning domain.

The planning actions takeAction and makeDecision correspond to taking

a clinical action (e.g., administration of medication) and performing a clinical

test (e.g., measuring blood pressure), respectively. startParallel and endPar-

allel begin and end the simultaneous execution of planning actions for a given

parallel path. The reachGoal action executes a “dummy” action that indi-

cates that the local goal of the CIG represented in the problem instance has

been achieved. Each revision operator is defined using the predicates replac-

eRevision, addRevision, and deleteRevision, and executed with the replaceNode,

addNode, and deleteNode actions. Each revision action’s preconditions includes
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the function interactionPresent (i.e., that the adverse interaction for the given

revision operator instance is present) and its effects resolve of this interaction.

The planning problem instance is defined according to the domain described

above and contains the objects, initial state, and goal specification for a specific

patient encounter. The objects in the instance are the diseases, nodes, patient

data, and dosages (as defined in each AG), the patient preferences are captured

in action costs, and the revision operators as predicates. The initial state rep-

resents the structure of each AG (including custom duration and cost for any

action or decision), the available patient information (patient data), and all

known revision operators. The goal specification is to achieve the local goal for

each AG with no adverse interactions present while minimizing the overall plan

cost. For instances where a limited planning horizon is specified, a goal node is

inserted into a CIG after a node defined as a stopping point. For instances with

no limit to the planning horizon, the goal node is the last node (analogous to a

sink node in a flow graph) in the AG representing the CIG.

The planning goal includes a metric specification that minimizes an expres-

sion defined over objective and subjective costs of planning actions. Therefore

MitPlan can specify to minimize resource costs, the length of the plan, the time

duration, etc. MitPlan can also use expressions that combine metrics, for exam-

ple minimizing the cost and the plan length together. In cases where we want

to maximize some cost (e.g., the known benefit of taking some action or test)

we use negative values for these costs in the problem instance.

We note that a planning instance captures the initial planning state, not

just a patient’s state. Thus, this initial state captures what we know about the

patient at the time of management scenario creation. If this knowledge covers

some evolution of patient state, it will be included in the initial planning state.

On the other hand, if we have no information about a patient’s evolution (e.g.,

the management has only started), this evolution will be hypothesized by the

planner. However, it will be a part of the plan generation, not in the planning

problem instance which represents the initial state.
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Figure 1: Alternative actions in extended AGs.

3.3. Extending Actionable Graphs for Planning

In MitPlan we introduce and use extended AGs to specify multiple alterna-

tive clinical actions, which is consistent with how CPGs are defined in practice.

As illustrated in Figure 1, in the FOL framework an AG included only a single

action (B) and alternatives were captured by preference-related revision opera-

tors (introducing actions B2 and B3). The explicit representation of alternative

actions eliminates the need for preference-related operators and thus simplifies

the secondary knowledge represented in the framework. This is not a limitation

of FOL itself but an assumption of our previous FOL-based approach.

An extended AG may contain alternative actions to which preferences are

applied. For example, if there are three ways to administer a medication (e.g.,

intravenous, oral, suppository), we represent these three administration modes

in an extended AG as three separate actions (see Figure 1) and assign costs

to each one. If a patient (or physician) has no preference with regards to the

administration mode, MitPlan represents these three actions with equal cost.

If a patient/physician has a preference for one over the other(s), we assign a

higher cost to the others.
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These action costs, along with all other plan action costs, are used in calcu-

lating a total plan cost. Minimizing the plan cost using the total cost results

in any of the three actions being chosen when no preferences exist, and the

action with the lowest cost when it is preferred. When multiple preferences

are present, they are all accounted for in the same way. As stated previously,

actions in extended AGs and revision operators by default are associated with

no cost (cost=0). When action costs are defined in the initial state of a problem

instance (to capture patient preferences or care facility resource availability),

the default costs are replaced by the action costs in the initial state.

3.4. Detecting Adverse Interactions

Detecting adverse interactions in MitPlan is done by the planner using both

revision predicates and revision actions. Revision predicates describe a specific

revision operator, while a revision action indicates the revision’s application

under specific conditions. As stated in Section 3.2, each revision operator is

represented as a PDDL predicate (replaceRevision, addRevision, or deleteRe-

vision) in the planning instance. Furthermore, the planning domain has three

actions (replaceNode, addNode, and deleteNode) corresponding to the three mit-

igating actions of replacing one node with another in the extended AG, adding

a node to the extended AG at a given location, or removing a node from the

extended AG, respectively. As shown in Table 4, the preconditions for these

three revision actions are the diagnosis of a disease(s) and the presence of a

specific adverse interaction.

Disease- and node-related variables are specific to each revision operator

action. The binary function interactionPresent indicates that the conditions for

a specific revision have been triggered (0 for false, 1 for true) and are analogous

to the use of triggers in our FOL-based approach. The effects of one of the

mitigation actions (replaceNode, addNode, and deleteNode) describe how the

adverse interaction is mitigated. If the plan returned by the planner includes

one of these three planning actions that means that the preconditions of that

action were satisfied, and the revision needs to occur. Currently, the revising is
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done by changing the planning instance according to the revision action in the

plan and re-running the planner on this new planning instance (see Section 3.5).

An illustrative example is presented in Section 4.1.

MitPlan handles certain temporal aspects of the mitigation problem through

the use of durative planning actions. Each durative action is assigned a planning

instance-specific or a default duration. The planner sequences actions in the

returned plan based on their duration and applies any constraints imposed on

the temporal length of plans by the goal metric specification which can include

duration. For example, if the goal metric specifies that the total duration of a

plan cannot exceed a time Z and two actions with the same effect but different

durations A and B where B > Z exist in the domain the planner will select

the action with duration A in the final plan. MitPlan doesn’t currently detect

temporal adverse interactions beyond sequencing and total time constraints.

Temporal adverse interactions such as clinical actions cannot overlap, clinical

actions cannot occur within some period of time, and others will be supported

as part of future work (see Section 6).

3.5. MitPlan Framework

Overview of MitPlan in the form of pseudo-code is presented in Figure 2.

MitPlan is invoked for a specific patient and accepts as input available patient

data, patient preferences, and length of a planning horizon. It produces a safe

and optimal (given the provided metric) management plan that should be exe-

cuted within the specified planning horizon.

The default goal for MitPlan is to achieve the global goal. This approach

represents the process of management plan development for a patient from their

present state through the end of their treatment. However, it may be difficult

to plan a patient’s treatment through completion given the dynamic nature

of their health state. As such, MitPlan can find a plan up to a point in one

or more AGs as specified by the physician. This shortened planning horizon

captures checkpoints such as tests, length of treatment, and administration of

specified medications. When a shortened planning horizon is needed, we define
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input : data: patient data, prefs: patient preferences, horizon:
planning horizon

output: scenario: management scenario

1 AGs := select extended AGs representing CPGs used to manage the
patient according to data

2 ROs := select possibly applicable revision operators according to AGs
3 instance := create planning problem instance using AGs, ROs, data, prefs

and horizon
4 problem := combine instance with problem domain (common for all

instances)
5 repeat
6 internalPlan := apply planner to problem to find the optimal plan
7 if internalPlan contains revision actions then
8 instance := revise instance according to revision actions in

internalPlan

9 until internalPlan contains no revision actions
10 managementPlan := convert internalPlan to management plan

Figure 2: Overview of the MitPlan framework.

the stopping point in an AG(s) as a local goal node that proceeds the nodes

defining the provided checkpoint. For all planning problems, the goal expression

corresponds to the global goal along with any optimizations.

MitPlan’s algorithm starts with selecting (i.e., retrieving from a knowledge

repository) extended AGs that represent CPGs applied to manage the cur-

rent patient (line 1). Such information is available as part of the patient data.

Then, it selects revision operators that are possibly applicable to extended AGs

selected in the previous step (line 2). This check is performed by matching con-

text and action nodes in selected extended AGs with disease and clinical actions

referenced in revision operators available in the knowledge repository. Here we

should explain that limiting the considered revision operators to ”possibly” ap-

plicable ones, while not strictly necessary from a formal perspective, decreases

the complexity of a planning problem instance created in the next step.

Subsequently, MitPlan uses patient data and preferences together with se-

lected extended AGs and revision operators to create a planning problem in-

stance that defines the initial state and goal for planning as described above
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(line 3). Finally, the created planning problem instance is combined with the

problem domain (the domain is the same for all problem instances) into a plan-

ning problem (line 4). In Section 3.2 we show how the domain is constructed

from our previous FOL-based framework.

Then, MitPlan applies the planner to the planning problem in order to find

an internal plan minimizing overall subjective and objective costs (line 6). This

internal plan is a direct output from the planner and it is further translated

into a management plan. If the internal plan contains revision actions, the

planning problem instance is revised by applying these actions (line 8). Specifi-

cally, given the sequence of revision actions, MitPlan performs the appropriate

revision (replace, add, delete) to the problem instance. The planner is applied

to the planning problem with a revised problem instance to account for addi-

tional interactions introduced by revision actions. The loop is repeated until

the internal plan contains no more revision actions.

As soon as an internal plan without revision actions is found, MitPlan con-

verts it into a management plan (line 10). Specifically, the management plan is

obtained by extracting takeAction and makeDecision planning actions together

with associated information (e.g., duration and dosage). takeAction steps in-

dicate what clinical action to performed, while makeDecision steps provide as-

sumptions related to the future patient state. Moreover, all identified interac-

tions and mitigation steps taken (information not found in the original CPGs

and brought in from external sources) are stored and returned with the resulting

management plan. For future work, we will link this external information to

published evidence describing its appropriateness for the given patient encounter

(discussed in Section 6).

We note that MitPlan is meant to be used for establishing a patient’s man-

agement plan during (or prior to) an encounter and for a specific time horizon.

As such, it cannot modify a plan when dynamic changes occur to a patient’s

health state during the course of a treatment. When a patient’s state changes,

MitPlan needs to be invoked and it will re-plan from the point in the patient’s

treatment using the updated patient information when instantiating the plan-
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ning problem.

4. Results: Evaluation

In this section we evaluate MitPlan within the context of three case studies.

The first is a proof-of-concept illustrative case study to assess the feasibility

of our approach. Next we use two clinical case studies published with our

previous approach [10] to compare MitPlan to our FOL-based framework. These

two cases demonstrate where and why the planning-based implementation is

qualitatively superior to our previous approach.

4.1. Illustrative Example

To show the feasibility of MitPlan, we first describe proof-of-concept action-

able graphs similar to those presented in our previous work [10]. We visually

represent these AGs in Figure 3. These AGs include action and decision nodes,

a parallel path, share the action A3, and the planning instance contains two

revision operators. The first operator states that if actions A2 in disease D1

and A3 in disease D2 are executed, then replace A3 in D2 with newAction.

The second states that if action C2 in D1 and A3 in D2 are taken, then replace

A3 in D2 with newAction2. MitPlan also supports more general revisions as

described in Section 3.2. We acknowledge that creating revision operators can

be a time consuming task for a clinician, however, knowledge repositories (e.g.,

Cochrane) and ontologies are sources that can be used to (semi-)automatically

generate these operators. Finally, the two black circles in the AGs represent

goal nodes G1 and G2 for D1 and D2, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the PDDL problem instance for the AGs and revision oper-

ators in Figure 3. Due to the length of the problem instance, we only show the

description of the AG for D2, the revision operators, and goals. Patient data

V3 is set to 2, the costs of each revision operator are 10 and all actions have

the default cost of 0, the duration of all actions is the default of 0, and our goal

is to reach the goal states for disease D1 and D2 with no adverse interactions
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Figure 3: Proof-of-concept AGs with local goals.

present while minimizing the total cost. The bounds for decision node T3’s

branching points are set as [0..4] and [5..10]. Using the Optic planner to solve

this problem instance, we get the internal plans presented in Figure 5. We note

that patient data values V1 = 2 and V2 = 4 are set in the initial state of the

complete problem instance.

In each internal plan, there is an action taken per line where the number at

the start of each line is the time step in which the planning action is taken and

the number at the end the time duration for the action. The plans in Figure 5

show the feasibility of our approach in several ways. First, in Figure 5a we see
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Figure 4: Example problem instance PDDL.
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that the planner has successfully identified a plan to achieve the goal of both AGs

while identifying an adverse interaction with a corresponding revision (rev2 ).

Actions for each CPG are taken concurrently as they are independent of each

other, as are actions within a parallel block for D1 (B1‖C1, B2‖C2 ). In this

problem, the planner checks for interactions at the end of reaching the goal

states, although it is trivial to check them as a new node is executed (we discuss

this below). While in this example all actions’ duration and cost are 0, these can

be varied by assigning values for duration and cost to each action and decision

predicate in the initial state.

(a) Internal plan with found revision.
(b) Internal plan with applied revision.

Figure 5: Plans for example problem instance.

To apply the revision action to mitigate the identified adverse interaction,

MitPlan updates the problem instance according to the revision action (replaceNode

in the plan shown in Figure 5a). As such, all instances of action a3d2 for dis-

ease d2 have been replaced by action newaction2. The resulting plan that was

found when using the new problem instance is shown in Figure 5b. As no more

interactions are identified, this is the plan used to generate the management

plan. This process is described below.

To demonstrate a shortened planning horizon, we use the example above

but consider the situation where a physician chooses a planning horizon that

terminates planning for disease D2 before the test T3 is taken. We see that

effectively, the AG representing D2 reduces to the one shown in Figure 6 where

goal node G3 follows action A4. The subsequent planning instance (Figure 7) is
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Figure 6: Modified AG for disease D2. Lower section shows existing nodes that are no
longer considered.

similar to the one in the full example but with fewer nodes1 while the resulting

plan (Figure 8) is significantly shorter. This plan only performs the action A4

for disease D2 while taking the same actions and decisions for disease D1. There

is also no detected adverse interaction as seen previously because action A3 is

no longer taken as part of the treatment for disease D2.

Furthermore, MitPlan supports revision operators that mitigate the same

adverse interactions but at different costs. In this example we showed how costs

are attributed to revision operators. By minimizing the total-cost, the planner

takes the revision actions that correspond to the revision operator(s) with the

lowest cost. In our previous work all of this reasoning had to be encapsulated

in the mitigation algorithm. Lastly, the management plan is extracted from the

plan with no revisions by considering each line and mapping the action to its

corresponding text. Such output generation makes integration of MitPlan into

a CDSS much easier when compared to the manual interpretation, rearrange-

1Alternatively, we can keep the same plan instance as before and only change the location
of the goal node in the structure. We show the reduced plan instance to ensure readability.
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Figure 7: Shortened planning horizon problem instance PDDL.

Figure 8: Shortened planning horizon problem instance resulting plan.
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ment, and processing of logical sentences in the found model of our FOL-based

approach.

4.2. Clinical Case Studies

In this section we apply MitPlan to the two clinical case studies presented in

our previous work [10] that describe patients suffering from chronic kidney dis-

ease (CKD), hypertension (HTN), and atrial fibrillation (AF). First, we present

AGs for managing these diseases, and then we describe each case study and

show the results produced by MitPlan. We reproduce the AGs and case study

descriptions from [10] to improve the manuscript’s readability. The case studies

have already been vetted by our clinical collaborators and as with our previous

work, the management plans produced by MitPlan are vetted by the physicians

on our research team.

Figures 14, 15, and 16, located in the Appendix for better manuscript read-

ability, show AGs taken from [10] representing the CPGs for CKD (AGCKD),

AF (AGAFib), and HTN (AGHTN ) respectively. Each node in these graphs is

annotated with a variable and label and used to define planning problem ob-

jects. For example, the label EGFR in Figure 14 is used as a node object for

the planning problem. We refer the reader to [10] for detailed descriptions of

each AG. Each AG has been altered to add a local goal node, and the AG for

AF (AGAFib) has been modified further as described in Section 4.2.2.

Time offsets are present in all three AGs but they are ignored in the cur-

rent iteration of MitPlan. Supporting these temporal characteristics is planned

for future work (see Section 6).The management plans for each clinical case is

iteratively created from generated plans as described in Section 3.5. Below we

only show the generated plans from the first iteration of planning to reduce

the number of plans displayed. We note that the PDDL has more nodes than

those in the AGs when more than two paths are taken in parallel. This is an

implementation requirement for the way parallel paths are represented in the

planning domain. We plan to represent parallel paths with more than two paths

without the addition of extra nodes in future work.
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4.2.1. Case 1 – a HTN patient with long-lasting AF is diagnosed with early

CKD

Wilk et al. ([10], Section 5.2.1) describe this case study as follows:

In this scenario we consider a 50 years old female patient with HTN that
has been managed for the last 15 weeks. The patient has uncontrolled
blood pressure after the 1st phase of management and currently is in the
2nd phase of management for HTN. For the last 60 hours she has expe-
rienced an irregular pulse with an increasing intensity of the associated
symptoms of breathlessness, dizziness, and chest discomfort. Upon admis-
sion to the emergency department (ED) the patient has been diagnosed
with AF confirmed by a standard ECG recording. Further investigation of
this patient has resulted in a CHA2DS2-V ASc score of 2. At this stage,
when asked by the attending physician, she has expressed no preferences
with regard to the course of treatment for AF. Continued assessment of
the patient’s condition has revealed an early stage CKD (eGFR = 90
mL/min/1.73 m2).

Figures 9a and 9b present the planning problem instances for CKD, Fig-

ures 10a and 10b for HTN, Figures 11a and 11b for AF, with all available

patient information. As there are no patient preferences specified in this in-

stance, all action costs are equal to zero. Action duration is given, where a

duration of 100 represents infinite. All revision operators represented by Wilk

et al. ([10], Table 3) are considered by not shown in the problem instance due

to space limitations.
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(a) Node declaration

(b) Structure, patient information, and
goals

Figure 9: Planning problem instance for CKD
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(a) Node declaration

(b) Structure, patient information, and
goals

Figure 10: Planning problem instance for HTN
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(a) Node declaration
(b) Structure, patient information, and
goals

Figure 11: Planning problem instance for AF
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The internal plans for CKD, HTN, and AF are shown in Figures 12a, 12b,

and 12c respectively. We purposely present plans with revision actions to better

illustrate operations of MitPlan (normally these revisions would be introduced

to the planning problem instance and the revision actions would not be explicitly

visible). We note that the results are the same as those produced in [10]. A valid

plan is found when Aspirin asp is removed from the plan for CKD (rev3 ). For

the AF plan, a non-selective beta blocker (nsbb) is replaced by a selective beta

blocker sbb (rev6 ) and the ACE inhibitor acei is removed as it is superseded by

the same action from the CKD plan (rev8 ).

(a) CKD plan

(b) HTN plan

(c) AFib plan

Figure 12: Internal plans produced by MitPlan for clinical case study 1

We can go beyond the case study in our previous work by modifying the

planning horizon for this clinical case. A physician may want to only plan

treatment for this patient until the end of Phase 2 of managing HTN. To make

this change, we modify the problem instance by placing a goal node before de-
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cision node bp2 ctrl. We do not display the updated planning instance as its

change is minimal from the one in Figure 10. The resulting plan is the same as

the one in Figure 12b without the actions for testing the bp2 ctrl and admin-

istering ls htn mgmt. Furthermore, each individual AG can have a different

planning horizon. For example, a physician could plan HTN treatment through

the end of Phase 2, plan AF treatment until the administration of Flecanide,

and plan CKD treatment through the end of its AG.

4.2.2. Case 2 – a CKD and HTN patient experiences paroxysmal AF

Wilk et al. ([10], Section 5.2.1) describe this case study as follows:

In this scenario we consider a 70-year old male already treated for CKD
and HTN – the management for CKD was initiated 3 years ago, while HTN
was diagnosed only 7 months (28 weeks) ago. The patient’s kidney func-
tion has been severely decreased (eGFR < 60, stage 3 of CKD) and while
he has suffered from anemia, his ferritin level is acceptable (> 100 ng/ml);
moreover, he does not have any mineral metabolism abnormalities. The
patient’s blood pressure remains uncontrolled after the first two phases of
HTN management. For the last 12 hours the patient has experienced an
irregular pulse with an increasing intensity of the associated symptoms
of breathlessness, dizziness, and chest discomfort. Upon admission to the
ED the patient has been diagnosed with AF confirmed by standard ECG
recording and further investigations produced the CHA2DS2-V ASc score
of 0.

The planning problem instances for CKD, HTN, and AF are the same as

those in Figures 9-11 except for the following changes:

• Available patient information is different (value in case 1 shown in paren-

thesis) for CKD: eGFR level = 50 (90), Metabolism abnormalities = ab-

sent (present); for HTN: Age = 70 (50); and for AF: CHA2DS2-V ASc

= 0 (2), AF duration = 12 (50).

• Given the patient’s preference for replacing Warfarin with Dabigatran (one

of the direct oral anticoagulants), a new node (DABI ) is added to the AF

problem instance and the Warfarin (and Aspirin) node is assigned a higher

cost than the DABI node. All other action costs are equal to zero.

Again each action’s duration is defined, where a duration of 100 represents

infinite and all revision operators represented by Wilk et al. ([10], Table 3) are
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considered.

The AG used for AF is extended (see Figure 15) to include the preference of

Dabigatran over Warfarin. The main differences between the extended AG for

AF and the original one used by Wilk et al. are the introduction of alternative

nodes x12 and endx12 and the inclusion of the node representing administration

of Dabigatran (dabi). These nodes represent an exclusive OR stating that either

the path through the warf or dabi node must be taken. These alternative nodes

are distinct from parallel nodes used in Wilk et al. [10] as the latter require all

paths to be taken, not only one.

The obtained internal plans for CKD, HTN, and AF are shown in Fig-

ures 13a, 13b, and 13c respectively. We note that the results are similar to

those produced in [10], although slightly simplified. A valid plan is found when

diuretics diur are removed from the plan for HTN (rev2 ) and the non-selective

beta blocker nsbb is replaced with selective beta blocker sbb in in the plan for

AF (rev6 ). In the FOL-based approach, Aspirin was replaced with Warfarin in

the theory representing AF (revision 4). However, in the mitigation results pro-

duced by MitPlan the action to administer Dabigatran ((takeaction afib dabi)

[100.000]) is selected during plan generation by the Optic planner. This is be-

cause of the structure in the extended AG for AF (Figure 15) and the fact that

the cost for node dabi is lower than those for warf and asp and the planner is

searching for a plan that minimizes the total cost. The dosage for Dabigatran

and all other medication is extracted from the final state by taking the numeri-

cal fluent associated with the medication’s corresponding planning object. The

extensions provided by MitPlan allow for a more natural handling of this issue.
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(a) CKD plan

(b) HTN plan

(c) AF plan

Figure 13: MitPlan produced plans for clinical case study 2
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5. Discussion

In this work we present a new mitigation framework, MitPlan, that uses a

planning approach to identify and mitigate adverse interactions in concurrently

applied CPGs. MitPlan is significantly less complex than our FOL-based frame-

work through its use of durative planning actions to embody clinical actions and

decisions. MitPlan assigns both duration and cost to clinical actions and deci-

sions/tests. Patient preferences are integrated into the management plan search

process as planning action costs used in plan optimization. The solution to Mit-

Plan’s planning problem is a sequence of timed actions with costs, making it

easier to interpret the results and generate a management plan as compared to

the previous FOL-based approach.

MitPlan shares some similarities with solutions described in goal-based ap-

proaches [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Similarly to GLARE-SSCPM [15], MitPlan takes

into account temporal characteristics of CIG actions during mitigation and

relies on knowledge-driven detection of interactions. However, it automati-

cally derives a management plan, while GLARE-SSCPM aims at creating the

plan through interactions with a physician. META-GLARE [16] advances the

GLARE-SSCPM work and is complimentary in its use of planning goals and

temporal actions to find interactions. META-GLARE’s ontology and semi-

automated approach to identifying “external” exceptions could be used to de-

velop revision action instances in MitPlan.

Jafarpour et al. [20] propose an integration framework that allows for ex-

ecution time reconciliation of multiple CIGs with support from the CIG-IntO

ontology that defines classes, relations, and data properties needed for the in-

tegration. Similarly to MitPlan, integration occurs at the patient-specific ac-

tions level. Jafarpour et al. propose easily generalizable revisions and link them

to identified patterns (policies). Revisions in MitPlan are less structured and

therefore not as easy to generalize, but they can be customized to a particular

context or patient condition [14]. However, the main difference between the

two approaches is how they are meant to be used. Jafarpour et al. consider
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mitigation as a continuous process that evolves together with a patient’s chang-

ing condition. On the other hand, MitPlan is to be used at the time of the

patient’s encounter when their treatment is planned. Such usage is reflected

by the physician’s ability to define the length of the planning horizon. When

the patient’s condition changes, requiring a revision to the management plan,

MitPlan is invoked and a new plan using a new planning horizon and updated

patient health data is created.

Automatic planning is also used in the multi-agent planning (MAP) frame-

work [17] that handles temporal CIG characteristics. While MAP and MitPlan

are state-based planners, there are important differences between these two ap-

proaches. First, MAP integrates CIGs while MitPlan integrates treatments.

Second, from a planning perspective, MAP creates several candidate plans from

which the preferred plan (according to the quantitative preference criteria) is

selected. In MitPlan, the planner creates a single plan that, if necessary, is re-

generated in order to account for required revisions to the AGs. This approach is

computationally simpler as it does not require defining multiple planning agents.

Third, MAP assumes the primary and secondary knowledge is combined and

embedded in CIGs while in MitPlan secondary clinical knowledge describing

how to handle adverse interactions is captured by revision operators that are

outside of CIGs. This facilitates knowledge management as adding new revision

operators does not require making changes to CIGs.

Within the planning domain, Alaboud and Coles [18] proposed personalized

medication and activity planning in PDDL+ that builds on the PDDL language

to support planning for a patient’s medication needs and daily activities. Yet

only simple clinical examples with no co-morbidities are discussed. PDDL+

does provide better support for continuous change than PDDL 2.1, by provid-

ing continuous effects within flexible duration actions. As such, PDDL+ is a

planning language to explore for future versions of MitPlan.

Work by Kogan et al. [19] takes a goal-driven approach to exception han-

dling in PROforma. The authors integrate their framework for mitigating in-

teractions during enactment with standard medical ontologies and commercial
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CIG engines. Their research proposes an interesting model for integrating a mit-

igation reasoning engine into existing CDSSs through the use of HL7’s FHIR

patient information model and relationships in the NDF-RT ontology. However,

the work by Kogan et al. [19] does not handle temporal aspects of mitigation.

We note there are other ontological reasoning approaches that merge treatments

to create management plans (e.g. [21, 22]) that could compliment MitPlan in

similar ways to the ontology-based approaches described above.

The transition to a planning approach in MitPlan does come with some

limitations. Firstly, as with our earlier work, the revision operators need to

be compiled beforehand albeit only once. These revisions are defined at the

clinical action level, therefore they are applicable to any disease/disease com-

bination. However, the initial knowledge engineering task remains significant.

Additionally, the use of the Optic planner prohibits MitPlan from supporting

an open world assumption. Specifically, there is no support for negative literals

and disjunctions in action definitions. As such MitPlan is limited to universal

quantification containing a simple conjunct of propositional and numeric facts,

and conditional effects only with numeric conditions and numeric consequences

on values which do not appear in the preconditions of actions. We plan to

address these limitations as part of future work.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we describe MitPlan – a planning approach that uses PDDL

and a state-spaced planner to identify and mitigate adverse interactions between

concurrently applied CPGs. This proposed framework significantly simplifies

the mitigation process when compared to a FOL-based approach. The identifi-

cation of interactions, revision of CIGs, and construction of management plans

is handled by a planner and there is no need to switch between several represen-

tations and methods (e.g., FOL and text). The planner also handles duration

and cost associated with actions – this allows us to add temporal properties to

both decision and action nodes in the AG without the need to define additional
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axioms or reasoning rules, as required by the FOL-based mitigation framework.

By design MitPlan is meant for automatic and offline use by a physician when

developing a management plan of a given length. As such, it supports custom

stopping points in CIGs and customized criteria (e.g., the total cost of pre-

scribed medications that are added/revised by revision operators) to be used

when selecting optimal management plan.

We envision our approach as a part of a CDSS for planning or managing

therapy used by a physician during a patient encounter. Thus, the ideal scenario

would be long-term treatment of outpatients with occasional follow-up visits

where the treatment plan is established and then revised. Our decision support

module would be combined with a CIG execution system (e.g., Deontics Engine)

which necessitates translating extended AGs into PROforma [3]. Given the

underlying task network-based representation methodology used by AGs in our

work and PROforma, this translation should be fairly simple. Alternatively,

MitPlan could adopt PROforma as the representation for CIGs in the future.

For future work we plan to implement MitPlan within the context of a CDSS

such as the one presented in [10] and evaluate it in a clinical setting. We will

also explore the use of other planning languages such as the Action Description

Language (ADL) and PDDL+ to add support for several real-world properties

found in CPGs, including while loops, continuous change, and multiple sessions

or stopping points in a session of care (e.g., as found in a care pathway).

To account for uncertainty during plan execution, we will explore the use of

conditional [23, 24, 25] and conformant planning techniques [26]. The former

uses sensing actions and the latter generates all possible plans from initial to

goal state. Finally, we are working on expanding MitPlan to include evidence-

based explanations for the components of the management plan and for any

applied revisions.
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Figure 14: Extended actionable graph representing CPG for CKD (AGCKD, EGFR = eGFR
level, LT60 = < 60, GE60 = ≥ 60, ANEMIA = anemia, FERRITIN = ferritin level, LT100
= < 100, GE100 = ≥ 100, METABOL = metabolism abnormalities, FE SALT = ferrous
salt, ESA = erythropoiesis-stimulating agent, PB = phosphate binders, LS CKD MGMNT
= lifestyle management for CKD, CV RISK MGMNT = cardio-vascular (CV) risk man-
agement, ASP = aspirin, ACEI = angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor). Figure
reproduced from [10] with the addition of a local goal node.
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Figure 15: Extended actionable graph representing CPG for AF (AGAFib, AFIB DUR =
duration of AFib episode, LT48H = < 48hr, GE48H = ≥ 48hr, CHA2DS2 = CHA2DS2-
VASc score, LT1 = < 1, GE1 = ≥ 1, NSBB = non-selective beta blocker, FLEC = flecainide,
CCB = calcium channel blocker, ACEI = ACE inhibitor, ASP = aspirin, WARF = warfarin,
DABI = dabigatran). Figure reproduced from [10] with modifications to include alternate
nodes x12 and endx12, the added node for dabigatran (DABI ), and the added local goal node.
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Figure 16: Actionable graph representing CPG for HTN (AGHTN , AGE = age of the patient,
LT55 = < 55yrs, GE55 = ≥ 55yrs, BP1 CTRL, BP2 CTRL, BP3 CTRL = controlled
blood pressure after 1st, 2nd and 3rd phase of management respectively, ACEI = ACE
inhibitor, CCB = calcium channel blocker, DIUR = diuretics, HTN CONS = specialist
consult for HTN, LS HTN MGMNT = lifestyle management for HTN). Figure reproduced
from [10] with the addition of a local goal node.
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